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“We shape our buildings, and afterwards our buildings shape us”. With these words, Sir Winston Churchill wrapped up his arguments in the debate of the 28th of October, 1943, on the reconstruction of the House of Parliament, following its partial destruction during a German air raid two years earlier.

By using them, he implied.

We usually assume that a building is essentially what we see, and, moreover, what we feel while walking in it and around it, the texture of its materials, the sequence of light and shade, the echoes of our steps, the smell of timber or fresh paint. We ultimately consider that it is its form – in the widest sense of the term, that is, the arrangement of the physical elements it consists of – that determines what this building is. Whether it is the Villa Rotonda or the Villa Savoye.

Our conviction that the building is what we see and what we touch stems from the fact that we, as humans, are made to trust our senses. Without this information, and particularly our sight, we would not be able to survive.

However, by asserting that this is Villa Rotonda and that is Villa Savoye, and by attempting to break down their differences and identify their similarities as physical objects, we grossly underestimate how important the way they are used is in order for them to become what they are.

This book argues that the use of an edifice is as important as its form in determining its identity. Actually, in a great many cases, it is much more important. If the construction of an edifice is the bringing in order of a heap of bricks and stones by the creation of a more or less clearly structured form, then it is its use by people that transforms this ordered heap of bricks and stones into a house, a school, a town hall, a church; use, which is favoured or served to a lesser or greater degree – but not dictated – by this or the other building form.

And, much more than form, it is its use by people that allows the creation of one or another narrative related to the edifice itself and the people around it – a narrative that makes the edifice part of our cultural environment.

However, the history of architecture as a literary and scientific genre has been rather indifferent towards the use of buildings, focusing primarily on
issues of form, symbolism and construction; works focusing on the “after-life” of buildings are rather rare.

On the other hand, theory of architecture has dealt with the use of buildings, at times quite extensively. Generally speaking, though, architectural theory mostly focuses on the intended use, which, in most cases, is seen as a quite significant factor to be taken into account during the design process, and may even thoroughly determine the form of the building.

This said, only a handful of theorists have placed the use of buildings subsequent to their erection at the centre of their research, most notably Jonathan Hill, author and editor of books such as *Occupying Architecture: Between The Architect And The User*, published in 1996; *Actions of Architecture: Architects and Creative Users*, published in 2003; and *Immaterial Architecture*, published in 2006. Hill understood use as a notion encompassing the full range of ways in which buildings and cities are experienced, and offered a penetrating view into the power games between users and authors of edifices, signified and regenerated by these very edifices.

This book further elaborates on the user’s interaction with buildings, by introducing new perspectives. It only marginally examines who is practicing (or should we say: delivering? Or creating?) architecture: whether they are the future users, as is the case with the participatory architecture of the 1960s, or the laypersons, people who make their own homes, as is the case with the so-called vernacular architecture, extensively documented in the twentieth century worldwide.

The starting point of our considerations is that only by using a building do we let it function in a certain way: as home, as school, as town hall, as shrine – function is inconceivable in the absence of use. However, it is essential that we broaden the notion of the use of an edifice – the purpose we use it for – so that it encompasses our attitude towards it – how we use it, how we treat it. In this sense, the concept of use exhibits a remarkable variety.

Modern humans live their lives creating new edifices, but also disregarding, destroying or appropriating existing, older and newer, ones; in other words, using them as objects with which, or on which, they can serve their most divergent needs and satisfy a wide scope of desires, ranging from the most practical to the darkest and well hidden. Indeed, we may use buildings as shelters to keep us safe from rain and people with nefarious intentions; we may use them as symbols of authority and power; we may use them as inspiration for daydreaming; we may also use them as objects on which, or through which, we can express our drive for aggression, domination, supremacy and destruction.

It might well be the case that the latter use is the most frequent.

These two aspects of use – the use as function of an edifice, and the use as stance or attitude towards an edifice – are quite discernible from each other but intertwined.

Use as function makes buildings what they are.

Use as attitude towards buildings characterises our culture collectively, and impacts our personality individually.
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